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The possibility of ultrasonic impulse echo method utilization for diameter determination
in liquids and for frontal drag coefficient calculation has been presented in this paper. The
investigations were carried out in uniform and accelerated motion area for steel and glass
balls freely falling in a water-filled tank. The accuracy of this method as a function of flight
time readout resolution and ultrasonic wave velocity equation, assumed for calculations has
been analyzed as well. Its further utilization in two-phase liquid metal/gas flow investigations
has been proposed in this paper.
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1. Introduction

Proper determination of the bubbles dimension and their frontal drag coefficient
is one of the necessary tasks required for liquid/gas or liquid metal/gas, two-phase
flow identification. Proper values of these variables are indispensable for optimizing
processes where these flows play an important role, and for mathematical procedures
identification as well, used in theoretical research for these flows. According to ORZE-
CHOWSKI et al. [1], the process of gas bubbles generation is extremely difficult to be
theoretically described and approximate empirical equations are used for these bubbles
diameter determination. Basic equations for bubble diameters calculation are summa-
rized in the paper about bubble columns by KANTARCI et al. [2]. The Mersmann’s the-
oretical equation, obtained from balance of the forces exerted on a single, spherical gas
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bubble, is the one most often used in practical applications (e.g. KAISER [3, 4] for cal-
culating the diameter of the argon bubbles climbing in liquid metals, Hg and GaInSn).
Another way considers gas bubble equivalent diameter calculation from the bubble gen-
eration frequency [1]. For several years, the authors of this paper have been conducting
the research work, within the SFB 609 Project, “Elektromagnetische Strömungsbeein-
flussung in Metallurgie Kristallzüchtung und Elektrochemie (MFD- Zweiphasenströ-
mungen)“, at the TU Dresden – Institut für Strömungsmechanik, concerning the ap-
plication of ultrasonic/pulse echo method for liquid/gas two-phase flows identification.
The details of the method, have been described elsewhere [5, 6].

The main purpose of this paper is to investigate the potential application of this
method for diameter measurement of spherical particles moving down in a liquid. The
experiments were carried out for steel and glass balls of various sizes, freely falling in
water-filled tank. In the process of the balls speed determination it was possible to cal-
culate the frontal drag coefficient values as well. The method accuracy analysis would
allow, in further stages of the SFB 609 Project, to use it directly for dimensions and drag
coefficients determination of gas bubbles (spherical, elliptic) moving up in liquid metals.

2. Principle of measurement

The measurement principle is based on ultrasonic USIP 20 GP8 flaw detector. An
exemplary echograph in form of a type A image is shown in Fig. 1. Short pulses trans-
mitted from ultrasonic sensor, after they go through the tank wall, are reflected from

Fig. 1. Measuring principle for pulse echo method and ultrasonic flaw detector, type USIP 20 GP8:
tW – time of flight through tank wall.
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the falling ball (t1) and back walls of the tank (tRWE), (tRWE + tW ), and then they are
returned to the sensor. Defectoscope records signals with amplitudes higher than the
preset value only, on an average, amounts to 20% of the maximum scale on the monitor
screen.

Basing on the time of flight, t1 and t2, from the ball falling down to the ultrasonic
sensors installed at the same measuring height on opposite sites of the tank, and time
of flight, tRWE, tRWE + tW , from rear walls of tank, and also the velocity of ultrasonic
wave in water, cH2O, the diameter of freely falling ball, dK , are calculated by means of
Eqs. (1) and (2):

tK = tRWE + tW − (t1 + t2), (1)

cH2O = 2dK/tK . (2)

When we then denote t2.RWE = tRWE + tW , time tK is given by:

tK = t2.RWE − (t1 + t2). (3)

Application of ultrasonic flaw detector enables direct determination of the passage
time for the second echo (t2.RWE), reflected from the external back wall of the tank.
Such procedure causes that one variable in the measurement uncertainty analysis, i.e.
(tW ) – the time of flight through tank wall – is thus eliminated which reduces the value
of error of ball diameter calculations. The echogram from Fig. 1 illustrates also clearly
the second echo (2.RWE), while Fig. 2 shows the detailed method of determining the
ball diameter.

Fig. 2. Method of determining the diameter of freely falling ball.
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While calculating the speed of a freely falling ball, Eq. (4) may be used at the same
time to calculate the frontal drag coefficient, cD:

cD =
4
3
· (ρK − ρH2O) · g · dK

ρH2O · v2
z

=
4
3

Eö
We

, (4)

where vz – average speed of a freely falling ball, Eö – Eötvös number, Eö =
(ρK − ρH2O) · d2

K

σ
, We – Weber number, We =

ρK · dK · v2
z

σ
, σ – surface tension,

ρK – ball density.

3. Outline of the measuring set-up and research work

Research work was done using the set-up illustrated in Fig. 3, including a pneumatic
system holding the balls and allowing the start of their free falling accurately in the
centre of the tank, without using any additional forces.

Fig. 3. Scheme of measuring set-up: p-amb – ambient pressure.

The 15 MHz ultrasonic sensors, Pk1–Pk8, are installed in four planes, at a distance
∆z = 20 mm from each other on opposite sides of the measuring tank of square cross-
section and width B = 42 mm. The tank was made of plexiglass to allow for direct
falling paths of the balls. Using the characteristics shown in Fig. 4, the SH12 – level
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was used as the measuring range of the ultrasonic flaw detector, hence the sensitivity
coefficient was K = 68 µs/5 V. Such a value enabled us to determine the passage time
for the second echo, t2.RWE, without any change in the measuring range.

Fig. 4. Selected measuring ranges of ultrasonic flaw detector, type USIP 20 GP8: R2 – correlation coeffi-
cient, SD – standard deviation.

Steel and glass balls with various diameters and densities, ρK , determined by mul-
tiple accurate measurements of their masses and by calculating their volumes, were
selected for tests. Testing schedule was prepared so as to determine the values of the
drag coefficients, cD, of balls, both for the accelerated and uniform motion. For this
reason, the measurements were taken at the top and at the bottom parts of the tank while
reducing its filling with water to the level z = 235 mm. For this height, only the steel
balls with diameters dK < 6.34 mm have reached, at their final phase of travel, the sta-
bilized velocity (calculated according to BRAUER [7] the path of acceleration for balls
with diameter dK = 6.34 mm, at the assumption that the start of uniform motion is
determined by falling velocity equal to 95% of the final velocity, is zsoll = 195 mm).
The other falling balls were still performing accelerated motion. Several dozens of mea-
surements were made for each freely falling ball, while the analysis was made for those
balls only which fall along a straight line.

Only measuring time of flight of moving balls (L) and maximum available gain of
signals were used in the research procedure.

For eight ultrasonic sensors used and at the pulse repetition frequency of 8,000 Hz
(sampling frequency δt = 1 ms), the times of flight (t1, t2). . . (t7, t8) in particular planes
were not measured simultaneously but were shifted by 0.125 ms. For such a difference,
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balls falling at velocity vz < 1 m/s cover the distance z < 0.12 mm, and in the case of
balls the diameter of which is larger than the width of ultrasonic field or balls being at
its limit, there may occur some measurement errors. However, when the method will be
used for liquid/gas two-phase flows, the expected velocity of moving-up bubbles is less
than 0.3 m/s and the time shift of signals being received is of no practical effect for the
method accuracy and it may be neglected. Limiting this problem to calculations of the
ball diameter, the minimum value of time t1 + t2 in Eq. (1) is assumed.

One analogue output of the ultrasonic flaw detector, type USIP 20 GP8, was used
to record the signals. Signals were sampled with the NI 6023E Card (200 kS/s, 12 bit)
and with DASYLab software developed by DASYTEC Company. The ultrasonic field,
generated in water by ultrasonic sensors, type K15K, used in testing, with the frequency
f = 15 MHz and diameter D = 5 mm, featured the following specifications:

• near-field range lo = 63.1 mm,
• beam divergence angle ϕ ≈ 1.4◦,
• ultrasonic wave length to sensor diameter ratio λ/D = 0.0198.

This ensured that, in practice, only the longitudinal wave was present over the entire
width of the tank covered by the cylindrical ultrasonic field.

The speed of falling balls was calculated from the cross-correlation function of the
signals – by determining the signal delay time tKKF . For accurate calculations, the
falling speed was assumed as the average of 4 correlation functions (e.g. Pk1–Pk3,
Pk1–Pk4, Pk2–Pk4, Pk2–Pk3 as shown in Fig. 2).

In order to determine the ultrasonic wave velocity, water temperature was measured
using a calibrated PT100 resistance thermometer with digital display.

4. Results of measurements

4.1. Diameter of freely falling balls

Figure 5 illustrates the exemplary measurement signals together with the sum of
times, t1+t2, and plots of signals in each measuring plane for falling glass ball 13.82 mm
in diameter. The values of ball diameter are also calculated.

Summary results of the test carried out are shown in Fig. 6. It provides the following
relationships:

• relative error of average ball diameters, together with type A standard uncertainty,
• type B standard uncertainty of ball diameters,

versus their real standard diameter dSoll.
The measurement error was determined according to [8] as the percentage differ-

ence between the average values of ball diameters, obtained by measurements and their
standard diameters. The reason for this was the assumption that the true value of ball
diameters is equal to the standard value i.e., that ball diameters measurements made by
means of caliper with a digital readout and resolution 0.01 mm were omitted (relative
experimental standard deviation for a series of 20 measurements was ∼0% for steel
balls, and less than 0.2% for glass balls).
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Fig. 5. Examples of recorded signals and plots for feely falling glass ball with diameter dSoll = 13.82 mm
in various measuring planes.
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Fig. 6. Errors in determining diameters of the falling balls: ∆d = dK − dSoll, n – number of measure-
ments.

Type B standard uncertainty for the falling ball diameter was determined by a direct
method according to Eqs. (1) and (2), assuming that the second time of flight, t2.RWE, is
measured. For independence of all variables, it is given by Eq. (5):

uBdK

dK
=

√(uBcH20

cH20

)2

+
(

uBt2.RWE

tK

)2

+
(

uBt1

tK

)2

+
(

uBt2

tK

)2

. (5)

Because standard uncertainties of all passage times included in Eq. (3) are equal, it
takes the following form:

uBdK

dK
=

√(uBcH20

cH20

)2

+ 3
(

uBt

tK

)2

. (6)

Component uncertainties of time, tK , are related with a 8-bit D/A converter included
in the USIP 20 GP defectoscope, and with later sampling the signals using 12-bit card,
type NI 6023E (200 kS/s, 12 bit). Disregarding the quantization error of the NI 6023E
Card and assuming only one component of uncertainty, the 8-bit converter, for the as-
sumed coefficient of ultrasonic defectoscope sensibility K = (68 µs/5 V), the resolution
of the time of flight is δt = 68 µs/(28) ≈ 266 µs, while the type B standard uncertainty

according to GUM [8] is uBt =
δt√
12
≈ 77 ns.

In calculating the ultrasonic wave velocity in water, the equation given by WIL-
SON [9] approximated by a fourth-order polynomial was assumed. In comparison with
the most accurate Marczak equation [10] for the temperature range 10–40◦C, the dif-
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ferences in calculations of ultrasonic wave velocity are less than 0.037%, and when
comparison is made with the recommended equation of Lubbers and Graaffs [10], they
are within the interval 〈−0.015%, 0.010%〉. Thus, the main source of errors for de-
termining the ultrasonic velocity in water is the temperature measurement using Pt100
resistance thermometer. Following calibration by means of a mercurial thermometer
with 0.1 K readout resolution, the error not allowed for correction of PT100 resistance
thermometer indications was 0.4◦C.

Calculated from the equation of Lubbers and Graaffs of the form:

cH2O = 1405.03 + 4.624 · (ϑ/◦C)− 0.0383 · (ϑ/◦C)2 (7)

for water temperature during measurements υ = 25◦C, the sensibility:

dcH2O

dϑ
= 4.624− 0.0766 · (ϑ/◦C) (8)

is
(

dc

dϑ

)

25◦C
= 2.709 m/s ·K. Thus, the correction of 0.4◦C for temperature being

measured causes additional error of ultrasonic wave velocity equal to 1.08 m/s which,
when compared with the real value of 1496.69 m/s, may be neglected. Following trans-
formations and disregarding the ultrasonic wave velocity uncertainty, the relative type-
B standard uncertainty of the ball diameter under measurement is given by the equa-
tion:

uBdK

dK

∼=
√

3 · uBt

tK
∼=

(√
3

2

)
· cH2O · uBt

dK
. (9)

Figure 6 illustrates also the relation of the type B relative standard uncertainty for
the case when the tank is filled with liquid metal GaInSn. According to the relations
given in diagram 6, it follows that when determining the dimensions of gas bubbles in
motion, with diameter in the range of 〈4 mm, 6 mm〉, for such a measuring system we
should expect the uncertainty of co. 2.5% for bubbles moving upwards in water and
about 4.4% for bubbles moving upwards in liquid metal GaInSn.

4.2. Frontal drag coefficient

The values of frontal drag coefficient were determined from Eq. (4) assuming the
ball velocity as an average obtained from correlation measurements at specific falling
height. For a falling glass ball with diameter 13.82 mm, Fig. 7 shows exemplary cross-
correlation functions for the measurement signals. It is also visible that for ultrasonic
sensors installed in the upper part of the tank, the ball is still in the acceleration motion
phase.

Figure 8 shows the relationship between the falling speed changes versus the dis-
tance covered, while Fig. 9 presents the overall measurement results. The values of
drag coefficients for single spherical particles from Kaskas equation and for a circular
disk [7] are shown in this figure as well.
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Fig. 7. Exemplary correlation functions for glass ball with diameter dSoll = 13.82 mm.

Fig. 8. Falling velocity variations versus distance covered by steel balls.
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Fig. 9. Frontal drag of steel falling balls versus Reynolds number: V – volume of liquid surrounding the
ball and taking part in motion, VK – ball volume.

While the drag coefficient increases during the first stage of motion which is related
to the zone of accelerated motion (lower falling velocity), only the steel ball with di-
ameter dSoll = 3.97 mm at measuring heights z = 145/165/185 mm reaches its fixed
velocity and the values of drag coefficients are the same as those calculated from the
Kaskas equation and are around 0.44. For the remaining balls, the differences between
the two values are clearly distinguished. Higher values of frontal drag coefficients at
bottom heights of falling are related to the influence of tank walls (for a ball with di-
mension dSoll = 6.34 mm, the ratio B/dSoll = 6.6, while for dSoll = 7.92 mm this ratio
is B/dSoll = 5.3) and their accelerated motion being continued – this is clearly visible
for the ball with diameter dSoll = 7.92 mm (assuming, according to Brauer, the distance
of acceleration is zSoll = 243 mm), and the values of drag coefficient for this distance
at the falling height z = 185 mm are around cD = 0.62.

5. Conclusions

The ultrasonic/pulse echo method presented in the paper enables quite accurate de-
termination of diameters for freely falling balls. Relative errors were not higher than
2%, while type B standard uncertainty related mainly with resolution of readouts for
time of flight of balls with diameters above 4 mm tends to about 1%. Furthermore, de-
termining the values of falling speed (e.g. with correlation functions), we may calculate
the frontal drag coefficient. In case of steel balls with diameter dSoll = 3.97 mm in
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uniform motion, the calculated values of drag coefficient amounting to cD ≈ 0.44 were
consistent with those obtained from the Kaskas theoretical equation. Hence, the method
seems to be effectively used to determine the diameter and frontal drag coefficient of
lifting gas bubbles, both in water and in liquid metals. Exemplary values of the drag
coefficient were calculated for argon elliptic bubbles lifting in liquid metal GaInSn with
and without the influence of longitudinal magnetic field.
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